
COURSE TITLE: MINDSET: The New Psychology Of Success

NO. OF CREDITS: 6 QUARTER CREDITS
[semester equivalent = 4.00 credits]

WA CLOCK HRS:  
OREGON PDUs:  
PENNSYLVANIA ACT 48:  

60
60
60

INSTRUCTOR: Brenda McKinney
bbbrain@comcast.net

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
If you are looking for a refreshing change of pace, this course is for you! Written by psychologist, Carol Dweck, Mindset, focuses on 
research that shows the view you adopt for yourself profoundly affects the way you live your life. This has huge implications for all 
educators and their students.

How can a simple belief have the power to transform thinking? Take this course to find out. With the right mindset, you can motivate 
kids, help raise their grades and accept more challenges. You will have the opportunity to look at the differences between Fixed vs. 
Growth Mindsets. With lively You Tube videos to accompany different sections, you will be delighted with the high interest level of this 
course.

Transform ordinary students into students with a passion and motivation for learning. Better yet, take time to reflect on your own life and 
look at how you might stretch your own mindset. Appropriate for all K-12 teachers, coaches, and parents.

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Upon completion of this course, participants will have: 

1. Understood what people think about intelligence and mindset
2. Defined and understood fixed and growth mindsets and their effect on learning.
3. Developed a plan to assist students focus on learning and development and not just on performance.
4. Developed strategies that enhance learning and accomplishment.
5. Discovered ways to improve IQ and uncover new knowledge about what changes intelligence.
6. Learned ways to maximize your time in the classroom based on focused and knowledgeable planning.
7. Discovered ways to help underachievers be more successful and gain more pleasure in school.
8. Learned why setbacks are an essential part of success and building new neural pathways.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
Completion of all specified assignments is required for issuance of hours or credit. The Heritage Institute does not award partial credit.

HOURS EARNED:
Completing the basic assignments (Section A. Information Acquisition) for this course automatically earns participants their choice of 
CEUs (Continuing Education Units), Washington State Clock Hours, Oregon PDUs, or Pennsylvania ACT 48 Hours. The Heritage 
Institute offers CEUs and is an approved provider of Washington State Clock Hours, Oregon PDUs, and Pennsylvania ACT 48 Hours.

 

UNIVERSITY QUARTER CREDIT INFORMATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR UNIVERSITY QUARTER CREDIT
Continuing Education Quarter credits are awarded by Antioch University Seattle (AUS). AUS requires 75% or better for credit at the 400 
level and 85% or better to issue credit at the 500 level. These criteria refer both to the amount and quality of work submitted.

1. Completion of Information Acquisition assignments 30%
2. Completion of Learning Application assignments 40%
3. Completion of Integration Paper assignment 30%
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CREDIT/NO CREDIT (No Letter Grades or Numeric Equivalents on Transcripts)
Antioch University Seattle (AUS) Continuing Education Quarter credit is offered on a Credit/No Credit basis; neither letter grades nor 
numeric equivalents are on a transcript. 400 level credit is equal to a "C" or better, 500 level credit is equal to a "B" or better. This 
information is on the back of the transcript.

AUS Continuing Education quarter credits may or may not be accepted into degree programs. Prior to registering, determine with your 
district personnel, department head, or state education office the acceptability of these credits for your purpose.

ADDITIONAL COURSE INFORMATION

REQUIRED TEXT
Mindset: The New Psychology of Success

Mindset: The New Psychology of Success
ISBN# 0345472322
by Dweck, Carol S.
Ballantine Books

Buy from Amazon

MATERIALS FEE
Text, Mindset, is approximately $12 from Amazon.com. Used books available.

ASSIGNMENTS REQUIRED FOR HOURS OR UNIVERSITY QUARTER CREDIT

A. INFORMATION ACQUISITION
Assignments done in a course forum will show responses from all educators who have or are taking the course independently. Feel free 
to read and respond to others' comments. 
Group participants can only view and respond to their group members in the Forum. 

Assignment #1: Introduction.
For those participating in Group Collaboration, you must read and follow the instructions outlined in the Group Collaboration Guidelines. 
Click on the link for Guidelines. https://www.hol.edu/about/group-collaboration

Assignment #1, each participant must complete this assignment independently.
There should be a minimum of (4) four group meetings during which the course content is discussed. 
Teleconferences or live meetings are acceptable. A good videoconference option is Zoom (https://zoom.us/).
Each participant must attend at least 75% of the group meetings (a minimum of 3 of 4 meetings).
?You must complete your introduction before moving on to other assignments.

In a 1-2-page introduction describe your current professional situation, some low and high points in your teaching career and say why 
you chose this course. 

In a 250+ word response tell why you think it is difficult to make school enjoyable for today’s students and what immediate changes you 
would like to see happen in education. Have you had prior experience with the research of mindset and what are your goals?

Respond to at least two other students in your forum.

Assignment #2: Fixed versus Growth Mindset.

Read pages 3-14 to be able to define both mindsets.  
Watch this YouTube video to understand the idea of a fixed and growth mindset.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isHM1rEd3GE  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/isHM1rEd3GE
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Watch the video on Growth vs Fixed Mindset.
https://youtu.be/KUWn_TJTrnU?t=3
https://www.youtube.com/embed/KUWn_TJTrnU
After exploring the reading, what mindset do you think you have? Explore the following topics. 

Is it realistic to think that you exhibit each mindset at separate times? 
Do you think most adults have a realistic view of the “idea” of the mindsets
and how they drive their motivations and relationships? 
What new learning changed your thinking about mindsets or kids who struggle in the classroom?

In a 250+ word response, share your new understanding of mindsets with any reflections you have about students in your classroom. 
Explain how mindsets can change and why all of us have both mindsets. 

Assignment #3: About Non-Learners.
Read pages 15-54 to understand the world of mindsets and how kids lose their love of learning

Watch this YouTube video to understand the idea of a non-learner. 

https://youtu.be/yYknuaoIdME?t=6  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/yYknuaoIdME

Compare what you learned in the video link with your reading on what environment creates a non-learner? Hold this "thinking" for your 
response at the end.

Think about the non-learners in your classroom. Can you already define the fixed and growth mindsets in these students?
Explain how a test score could define a student and why mindset matters for further academic success.
Explain how failure affects both the growth and fixed mindset and how that affects the traditional definition of "effort."

View this video to learn about the power of yet. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-swZaKN2Ic 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/J-swZaKN2Ic
 
Create a Venn Diagram addressing the following areas.

1. non-learners and their behaviors and achievement
2. power of yet in the classroom (try it before you discuss in your final response)
3. struggle, effort, failure, and changes for your classroom

Free Venn diagram available with Canva https://www.canva.com/graphs or choose your favorite app.

Respond to at least two other students on one of the points above.

Assignment #4: Achievement Reconsidered
Read pages 55-81 on why kids' accomplishment and talent and how we teach kids to persevere. Be able to discuss the relationship 
between mindsets and school achievement, "low effort syndrome," and motivation.

View this link at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yl9TVbAal5s to explore how to help every child fulfill their potential. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Yl9TVbAal5s

Why are all transitions including elementary to middle, middle to high school and high school to college, often a crisis for kids?
How can the knowledge of mindsets better prepare students at any level? 

View Carol Dweck's video on How to Help Every Child Fulfill Their Potential.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVhUdhZxbGI&t=899s

https://www.youtube.com/embed/PVhUdhZxbGI
Watch the following video at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTXrV0_3UjY  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-swZaKN2Ic  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/TTXrV0_3UjY

What is your take-away idea about challenge as it relates to praise and
the idea that “you are not there yet”?
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What is the danger of praise and positive or negative labels and do
negative stereotypes influence our attitude and teaching?

In a 500+ word response, use your learning from the reading and the videos to discuss tracking, school achievement, and mindsets, 
new insights into kids who may act like they are not interested but are exhibiting a fixed mindset. Provide at least one or two examples 
of what you observe in your classroom.

Respond to at least two other students.

Assignment #5: Champions.
Read pages 82-107 to understand the idea of talent vs. the work ethic. 

View the link on motivation, being fearless, and the mindset of champions at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjjYVROiJIA  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/NjjYVROiJIA
 

In a 250+ word response consider each of the following points:

1. How can coaches and those in leadership positions maximize the idea

of mindsets

2.  The role of each teacher as a coach modeling TEAM behavior and inclusion

3. Examples in this section that would be helpful for you to use in your
classroom and why

4. New strategies can you add to your lesson design to help students
learn the idea of “dig down and pull it out when you need it the most” strategy? 

Assignment #6: Leaders.
Read pages 109-143 on leadership, the role of managers, leadership styles and mindsets

How can educators apply leadership and growth mindsets to
their classrooms? 
What is the concept of “gargantuan ego” and do we also have
evidence of this in education? 
Give examples of growth mindset leaders and explain how this learning
can assist you in helping change the mindsets of your students? 
How can this model be an effective one for teachers in the classroom?
What would be the critical “take-away” information for leadership
and maintaining motivation?

Respond in a 250+ word response using the view that we are leaders in our classroom and in our schools. Use a new lens to consider 
what works and what doesn't work in creating scholars and achievement.

Assignment #7: Personalities.
Read pages 144-172 about relationships, bullying, and the strengths and weaknesses of each personality. Every word, every action 
tells kids how to think about themselves.

How does this relate to the fixed mindset and relationships? 
Why is rejection so critical to the self-esteem of the kids who
struggle in the classroom (from the perspective of the mindsets)? 
Why do those with fixed mindsets struggle in relationships? 
School communities are adopting many programs to combat bullies.
After you read this section, “What Can be Done," do you see any
innovative solutions or understandings to this problem? 
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In 500+ words discuss the connection between bullying, rejection, feeling like a failure, sense of community and relationships. Be 
prepared to give examples from the classroom, new thoughts for you, and ideas for implementation.

Assignment #8: Great Parent, Teacher, Coach.
Read pages 173-212 focusing on the parent, teacher, or coach. 
What is the difference between sending messages about success and failure vs. messages about process and growth?

Create Google slides to share your learning on the role of parent, teacher, coach. Use graphics that will help you retain the information. 

Google Slides: Online Slideshow Maker | Google Workspace

Discuss your feelings about how quickly children learn and respond to the messages they hear, using a new kind of praise in the 
classroom, and the two things critical for all teachers.

What makes a great teacher (parent) and using research on mindsets how can we redefine this role?
What learning applies to the students that give off the impression of not caring or who feel disrespected?

Are high challenge and positive environments enough? 
How can the Holy Grail of coaching be applied to the classroom? 
Which do you think dominates your classroom?
 

Assignment #9: How We Learn.
Read pages 213-220. Take a look at the introduction to Brainology at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pF5yB31IT5Y 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/pF5yB31IT5Y

Read the testimonials at:  https://www.mindsetworks.com/schools/testimonials  
Take a look at a quick snapshot of how the brain learns.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqGz7uqoPZ4&feature=related  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/uqGz7uqoPZ4
In 500+ words respond to the videos and the reading while considering the following:

What ideas do you have for a mindset workshop for your students?
What is the difference between this workshop and just teaching study skills? How have we failed the kids?
Where does the idea of “smartness” come from? 
Why is change so difficult and how do you go about exchanging a
fixed mindset for a growth mindset? 
What do you and your students need to know about setbacks? 
What can be done with students that feel a sense of entitlement or
to those who have an attraction to fixed mindsets?

Respond to at least two other students.

Assignment #10: Change.

Read pages 221-246 about the complexities of change

Read the following article: 

How to Foster a Growth Mindset in the Classroom | American University.

Choose two of the following videos:

The Importance of Mindset in Online Teaching
https://youtu.be/SJxeguUOYqg?t=2
https://www.youtube.com/embed/SJxeguUOYqg
Building Growth Mindset in the Classroom
https://youtu.be/f_9PzH56Yr0
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/f_9PzH56Yr0
Cultivating Growth Mindsets in the Classroom
https://youtu.be/H9k0Wykj1ao?t=2
https://www.youtube.com/embed/H9k0Wykj1ao
Teaching a Growth Mindset: Unleashing the Learning Machine
https://youtu.be/hLqT6_1cv00?t=265
https://www.youtube.com/embed/hLqT6_1cv00

In a 500+ word response discuss change based on the videos, your reading in both the text and the article/

What can you consciously do to improve your own classroom
What did tools did you learn from the book, videos and reading?
Discuss them.
What is the most important thing you learned about self-control
and mastering change? 
Since we are hardwired to resist change, how will you work on
your own transformation? Carol Dweck says that for things to
change, we must change first. Include your list for change
and transformation in your response.

ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENTS REQUIRED FOR UNIVERSITY QUARTER CREDIT

B. LEARNING APPLICATION
In this section, you will apply your learning to your professional situation. This course assumes that most participants are classroom 
teachers who have access to students. If you do not have a classroom available to you, please contact the instructor for course 
modifications. Assignments done in a course forum will show responses from all educators who have or are taking the course 
independently. ?Feel free to read and respond to others' comments. Group participants can only view and respond to their group 
members in the Forum. 

 

Assignment #11: Graphic Summary.
Create a graphic summary of the two mindsets, using the chart in the book as a guide. This would be something that could be displayed 
in your classroom or made available to other teachers to show them about fixed vs. growth mindsets.  Must include graphics, language 
consistent with your audience and creativity. There are posters available online, so this is not just a poster, but a chance to review and 
be creative with the learning.

Choose one of the free resources listed below.

1. https://venngage.com to make an infographic or a chart
2. https://www.powtoon.com/create to create an animated graphic
3. https://www.canva.com to use your imagination

Assignment #12: Lesson Development.
For those participating in Group Collaboration, this assignment is Required to be completed individually by all participants.

Complete one (1) of the follow options:

Option A)

Adapt and implement a lesson(s) reflecting what you’ve learned about Mindset to improve learning for all students. This might 
take the form of a Brain Camp that you would implement to teach kids about how the brain learns and how to have a growth 
mindset. A Brain Camp could be one week of mindset to start the school year.
Teach your lesson(s) to your audience keeping track of what worked where you need to reorganize
Write a 250+ word commentary on what worked well and what you experienced with your students. 
Include any student feedback on your lesson and share at least 3 samples from the students.
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Share what you’ve learned with other teachers taking our courses by also contributing your Lesson to The Heritage Institute 
Lesson Library at https://www.hol.edu/lesson-plan-library
You may download a copy of THI's lesson plan template at https://www.hol.edu/about/lesson-template/
Send your modified lesson and your commentary via email to your instructor.

                                                                      OR

Option B) 
Use this option if you do not have a classroom available.

Adapt a lesson to reflect what you’ve learned in this course. (Do not implement it.)
Share what you’ve learned with other teachers taking our courses by contributing your Lesson to The Heritage Institute Lesson 
Library at https://www.hol.edu/lesson-plan-library
Write a 500+ word article concerning any noteworthy success you’ve had as a teacher with one or more students.
Please refer to the guidelines on our blog What Works: Teaching at its Best prior to writing your article.  (
https://www.hol.edu/blog)
When you submit your article to your instructor, please also email a copy to Yvonne Hall, yvonne@hol.edu THI blog curator and 
media specialist.
Indicate whether or not you are OK with having your article considered for publishing on our website.  
Submit your modified lesson along with your article via email to your instructor.  

Assignment #13: Case History.
Write a 500+ word case history about teaching one or more students in your classroom that have classic fixed mindset symptoms.  
Based on your learning from this course, create and implement a plan of action to address the students’ issues in a mindset way. Keep 
notes so you can describe the changes/effects on the students, and what you have learned in the process.

In another 250+ words specifically detail your plan of action, the outcomes, and future goals.

Assignment #14: (500 Level ONLY)
In addition to the 400 level assignments, complete one (1) of the following assignment options:

Option A)  

Create a presentation for your colleagues or classroom based on this course. Focus on perspectives or strategies you feel would be 
beneficial for your school/classroom. You must have at least 20 slides, graphics, pictures, and creative design and appropriate font size. 
You may also create a Prezi. 

You may choose from the following:

1. https://www.google.com/slides/about
2. https://www.slidescarnival.com
3. https://myfreeppt.com
4. https://prezi.com

 

                                                                OR

Option B)  

Mentor another individual in the concepts of this class. Create an outline or a set of slides to help you organize the sharing with your 
colleague. You can also do a video interview and send it to me.

Have them share two or three key concepts that they would like to implement within their work or social setting. 

Share specifics of the plan and how it will be evaluated for success in 500+ words. Also include your outline and what you learned from 
this time of sharing.

                                                                OR

Option C) 

Choose an assignment of your own design, with the instructor’s prior approval.

C. INTEGRATION PAPER
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Assignment #15: (Required for 400 and 500 Level)

SELF REFLECTION & INTEGRATION PAPER
(Please do not write this paper until you've completed all of your other assignments)

Write a 400-500 word Integration Paper answering these 5 questions:

1. What did you learn vs. what you expected to learn from this course?
2. What aspects of the course were most helpful and why?
3. What further knowledge and skills in this general area do you feel you need?
4. How, when and where will you use what you have learned?
5. How and with what other school or community members might you share what you learned?

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS ON YOUR WORK:
Instructors will comment on each assignment. If you do not hear from the instructor within a few days of posting your assignment, 
please get in touch with them immediately.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR TEACHING THIS COURSE:
Brenda McKinney, CEO of Vancouver, WA based BrainVolution, is a developer and dynamic facilitator of workshops that teach practical 
thinking and learning tools for raising student achievement with the brain in mind. She has trained educators throughout the Pacific 
Northwest and is a popular presenter because of her ability to motivate, make things fun, and teach practical techniques for the 
classroom that can be used immediately. Brenda continues to read hundreds of books and articles on the subject of neuroscience and 
searches for the answer to success for every student. Her work with at-risk students and those with reading problems have made her a 
popular speaker at the state, regional and national level.

Brenda is able to synthesize the new research and continues to address the role of how to use the latest findings to create high 
achievement classroom. She brings 30+ years of experience at the elementary, middle school, high school and university level as a 
mentor teacher, consultant, motivational speaker, university instructor, and reading specialist. Brenda has her Master’s in Education 
from Washington State University and is nationally certified in Brain Based Learning through the renowned  Jensen Corporation, led by 
Eric Jensen, a noted international spokesperson for neuroscience and education.

 

Brenda will inspire and motivate you with her energy, enthusiasm and knowledge. Her wisdom, techniques, and brain based approach 
to education will inspire you and challenge you to meet the demands of this ever changing world.
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